A control law combining motion performance quality and low stiffness reaction to unintended contacts is proposed in this work. It achieves prescribed performance evolution of the position error under disturbances up to a level related to model uncertainties and responds compliantly and with low stiffness to significant disturbances arising from impact forces. The controller employs a velocity reference signal in a model-based control law utilizing a non-linear time-dependent term, which embeds prescribed performance specifications and vanishes in case of significant disturbances. Simulation results with a three degrees of freedom (DOF) robot illustrate the motion performance and selfregulation of the output stiffness achieved by this controller under an external force, and highlights its advantages with respect to constant and switched impedance schemes. Experiments with a KUKA LWR4+ demonstrate its performance under impact with a human while following a desired trajectory.
INTRODUCTION
A key challenge for the successful introduction of robots in human centered environments, as domestic assistants or co-workers, is the concurrent resolution of the issues of task performance and safety for the coexisting human (De Santis et al., 2010) . Despite the need for the existence of collision avoidance mechanisms, to date, and in the context of service robots, there exists no sensor system that can guarantee collision avoidance with sufficient reliability. Hence, the possibility of collision with a human should still be accounted by minimizing the harm of such collisions.
Humans cope superbly with collisions and contact uncertainty by flexibly modulating their arm/hand compliance. Compliance protects the human from excessive forces during impact and can be achieved in robots either passively by using flexible components in the robot's structure or actively by the controller. Passive compliance is very important for the reduction of the initial collision force, which is responsible for the so-called pre-collision safety (Heinzmann and Zelinsky, 2003) , and may be achieved by using deformable material to cover the robot or by building robots with compliant joints (Choi et al., 2008; Wolf and Hirzinger, 2008; Tsagarakis et al., 2011; Albu-Schaeffer et al., 2012) . Variable stiffness actuation allows the regulation of the joint stiffness to values set by a higher level controller. When joint mechanical compliance is absent, then all the responsibility of keeping collisions harmless is being transferred to the controller. Active compliance or joint stiffness regulation enhances comfort and gives the impression that the human is in control in intentional contacts but at unintentional contacts, it may fail to reduce the initial collision force due to the delays introduced in the control system by the contact detection and reaction mechanisms. The delay introduced by the proposed detection methods vary depending on sensing and/or the general method's computational requirements (Golz et al., 2015) . The residual torque method is a robot model-based contact detection utilizing proprioceptive sensors and one or more external RGB-D sensors to localize the contact point (De Luca and Mattone, 2005; De Luca et al., 2006; Magrini et al., 2015) . Alternatively, variations in control effort can be utilized for estimating human contact without force sensing (Erden and Tomiyama, 2010) . Recently, the utilization of a disturbance observer is proposed in a frequencyshaped impedance control scheme, which, however, is mainly addressed to intentional physical human-robot interaction (Oh et al., 2014) . The problem of discriminating contacts to intentional and unintentional is also examined in Golz et al. (2015) where a machine learning method combined with features of physical contact models is proposed. Once a collision is detected, the robot switches from the control law associated to its nominal task to that of a reaction control law. Switching may be another source of delay and may in general adversely affect the stability of the overall switched system (Haddadin et al., 2008) . Moreover, in the case of variable stiffness actuators, the bandwidth of the stiffness actuating system is crucial for responding promptly to unexpected impacts. On the other hand, controllers achieving an output impedance at safety level are characterized by poor performance. Traditionally, performing robot tasks with performance quality is associated with stiffness and hence a potentially unsafe contact (Bicchi and Tonietti, 2004) . Thus, non-linear stiffness terms are introduced in impedance controllers for physical human-robot interaction control purposes setting different stiffness values in relation to deviation sizes around a nominal trajectory (Lee and Ott, 2011) .
As service robots have to perform useful tasks for humans in a dynamic and uncertain environment, quality of performance is desired. The prescribed performance control methodology introduced in Bechlioulis and Rovithakis (2008) has been utilized for designing robot motion and/or force controllers guaranteeing prescribed performance for the output error (Bechlioulis et al., 2012; Karayiannidis and Doulgeri, 2012) . In fact, prescribed performance controllers do not allow the output error to escape the performance region guaranteeing prescribed performance; they are robust to any external disturbance by utilizing a transformed error, which is approaching infinity at the performance boundaries and is not defined outside the performance region. Consequently, the control effort generated by a prescribed performance controller is increasing as the error approaches the boundary under the effect of a disturbance. The considerable stiffness induced by the prescribed performance control action may be undesired or even dangerous, if humans share the robot's workspace. Moreover, in practice, the output error may be forced outside the performance region due to the inability of the physical actuator to provide the demanded control effort or by not employing sufficiently high sampling rates. In such instances the system becomes uncontrollable.
The aim of this work is to concurrently address the competing requirements of motion performance and compliance under impact by designing a control scheme that achieves prescribed performance in nominal operation (high stiffness), a compliant reaction at impact (low stiffness) and smooth transition between the two modes. The system self-regulates the output stiffness according to the disturbance level without explicit collision detection and control switching which are subjective to delays and jeopardize performance and stability. The feedback controller is model-based assuming knowledge of the robot's model and measurements of joint positions and velocities. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we consider a simple first-order integrator system in order to define the nominal performance operation and impact reaction modes and introduce the basic control idea. Section 3 proposes a passivity-based motion controller utilizing the robot model, with an outer loop based on the control idea introduced in Section 2 achieving prescribed performance of a robot's task position tracking error and low stiffness compliance under impact. Section 4 presents simulation and experimental results illustrating the motion performance and self output stiffness regulation of the proposed controller under impact while conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
OPERATION MODES AND CONTROL PRELIMINARIES
Consider a first-order integrator scalar system of a tracking error e under disturbance d(t):
where u is the control input; such type of system may model a kinematically or velocity controlled, robotic degree of freedom. We shall utilize this system to define operation modes and introduce the basic control idea.
Operation Modes
For system [equation (1)], we define two modes of system operation: the nominal performance operation and impact reaction. The definition of the nominal performance system operation is motivated by the prescribed performance concept (Bechlioulis and Rovithakis, 2008) . A system is under its nominal performance operation if the tracking error e(t) evolves strictly within a predefined region that is bounded by a decaying function of time constructed by the designer. Otherwise, the system is operating in the impact reaction mode. The following is the mathematical expression of the nominal performance operation:
where ρ(t) is a bounded, smooth, strictly positive, and decreasing function satisfying limt→∞ ρ(t) = ρ∞ > 0 called performance function. A candidate performance function is the exponential
with ρ 0 , ρ∞, l strictly positive constants expressing nominal performance specifications. Constant ρ 0 = ρ(0) > |e(0)| and is selected as described in Remark 2. Constant ρ∞ represents the maximum allowable size of the output error e(t) at steady state. Furthermore, constant l, which is related to the decreasing rate of ρ(t), introduces a lower bound on the required speed of convergence of e(t). An illustration of the nominal performance error evolution and of the error evolution in the impact reaction mode is shown in Figure 1 . By considering the modulated error ξ = e(t)
, we can define the system in its nominal performance operation if |ξ(t)| < 1, and in impact reaction mode if |ξ(t)| ≥ 1, i.e., when the output error evolves outside the performance bounds (Figure 1) . Let us denote with D the region of nominal performance operation, i.e.,
Basic Control Idea
In this work, we combine both requirements of nominal performance and enhanced safety operation under impact by proposing a new controller design based on a transformation, which defines the following smooth, non-decreasing, non-linear, surjective mapping of the modulated error domain:
further satisfying the following properties:
Hence, the transformation is strictly increasing in ξ for ξ ∈ D and saturated on and beyond the prescribed performance boundaries, i.e., for ξ ∈ D c . Moreover, the transformation is concave in the first quadrant and convex in the third. The following is a candidate transformation function illustrated in Figure 2 : Notice that in place of equation (6), standard polynomials satisfying equation (4), and (5) may be utilized.
The artificial potential induced by such saturated transformation:
is continuously differentiable, positive definite, i.e., V(ξ) > 0 for ξ ∈ ℜ -{0}, but it is not radially unbounded since regions V (ξ) ≤ β are only closed for values of β < 1. Such potentials may allow a solution to escape the nominal performance region as opposed to the potentials induced by the transformations utilized in the prescribed performance controllers (Karayiannidis and Doulgeri, 2012) . Figure 3 gives an illustration of the potential function induced by equation (6):
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Let us further define:
Notice that h(ξ) satisfies the following properties:
Property [equation (10)] is enabled by the bounded potential V (ξ), which is not typical in control design. This type of potential is unsuitable for global asymptotic stabilization and robustness analysis but allows different control actions without switching. For the transformation function given by equation (6):
Function h(ξ) lies in the first and third quadrant satisfying equation (11); its absolute value is illustrated in Figure 3 yielding (9)], we can design a simple control input u for equation (1) as follows:
where ks, k are positive control constants, and α(t)
is nonnegative and bounded; for the exponential performance function, α(t) is, further, strictly decreasing with 0 < α(t) ≤ α(0) < l, limt→∞α(t) = 0. R 1. (control philosophy): In case, the error is forced outside the nominal performance region [equation (2)] by a significant disturbance owing to a collision, the control term involving h(ξ) vanishes due to property [equation (10)], while the remaining terms can be viewed as a proportional control action with a small decreasing gain in the case of the exponential performance. Hence, the proposed control law works independently of a detection or observation of the interaction force and has the advantage of avoiding switching between two controllers as opposed to other strategies.
Substituting control input [equation (14)] to the system [equation (1)] yields:ė
Differentiating ξ = e(t)
with respect to time yieldsξ =˙e +α(t)e ρ (t) and substitutingė from equation (15), we get the closed-loop system expressed with respect to the modulated error:
For the unforced non-autonomous system [equation (16)], i.e., d(t) = 0, it is easy to establish that the origin ξ = 0 is a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium in D ⊕ D c . Notice that if the system operates in impact reaction mode then the unforced closedloop system [equation (16)] becomesξ = -ksξ; hence ξ is drawn to ±1 with a time constant 1/ks that is, the error e is reaching the boundary of the prescribed performance region ±ρ(t). Given that no disturbance is acting at the system, ξ will return to the nominal operation mode (|ξ | < 1); hence, e will cross the boundary converging uniformly and asymptotically to e = 0 (ξ = 0).
In the presence of a bounded input d(t), the following theorem establishes the range of disturbances guaranteeing system operation in nominal mode: T 1. Consider a bounded disturbance input |d(t)| < ∆ for the non-linear system [equation (16)] such that:
Then, there exists an invariant set D 0 ⊂ D for the system state ξ; that is, initializing within D 0 guarantees a nominal performance error evolution in the sense of equation (2).
Proof: Using equation (7) for equation (16) 
. 
Next, we simplify the analysis by considering odd h(ξ) functions although the analysis can be easily extended for the case of non-symmetric functions. If h(ξ) is odd then, |h(ξ)| = h(|ξ|) and it is now easier to calculate the domain of ξ wherein h(|ξ|) ≥ (17) holds; the solution ζ 1 , ζ 2 satisfy 0 < ζ 1 < ζ 2 < 1 as shown in Figure 3 . We can then write
Hence, defining
, which implies that D 0 is invariant and the system remains in nominal performance operation.
For the specific case of the candidate transformation function [equation (6) 
deriving from solving equation h(|ξ|) = ∆ k with respect to |ξ|, while taking into consideration [equation (13)
R 2. The maximum disturbance allowing a nominal performance operation mode [equation (17)] can be regulated by the control design constant k. Moreover, for nominal performance operation, constant ρ 0 of the performance function should be selected such that equation (22) is satisfied at t = 0, i.e., ρ 0 ≥ e(0) ς2 . R 3. When the system operates in impact reaction mode, the closed-
is ISS (input-to-state stable) for the disturbance input d(t) since α(t) + ks ≥ ks > 0. If te is the time instant the disturbance vanishes, the system will return to the nominal operation in ln ξ(te) ks s.
Since our objective is a robot-control design, which complies with large disturbances, there is no need of choosing high values for ks in order to shrink the ultimate bound of the system given by
ks (since limt→∞α(t) = 0).
THE PROPOSED ROBOT CONTROLLER
Consider a nq DOF robotic manipulator with q ∈ ℜ nq denoting its joint position vector and pe ∈ ℜ 3 , Re ∈ SO(3) describing the position and the orientation of the end-effector with respect to the inertial frame, respectively. Let v
T ∈ ℜ 6 denotes the end-effector generalized velocity with ωe being the rotational velocity of the end-effector expressed at the inertial frame. Then, joint velocities are related to the generalized velocity with the robot Jacobian J(q) ∈ ℜ 6×nq as follows:
The robot dynamic model can be written as follows:
where M(q) ∈ ℜ nq×nq is the positive definite robot inertia matrix, C(q,q)q ∈ ℜ nq is the vector of Coriolis and centripetal forces,
nq is the gravity vector, u ∈ ℜ nq is the control input joint torques and τ d (t) ∈ ℜ nq is a bounded joint disturbance typically arising by unforeseen collisions of the arm with a human or the environment. Let p d (t) ∈ ℜ 3 , R d (t) ∈ SO(3) denotes the smooth and bounded desired end-effector position and orientation trajectories. Operational space tracking control employs both the position and orientation error. The position error is given by e = pe(t) -p d (t) and for the orientation error, the outer product formulation, the Euler angle representation or quaternions may be used .
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we proceed by considering the position tracking problem. Thus, our objective is to design a state feedback control law, in order to force the robot's end-effector position pe(t) to track a given desired trajectory p d (t) with prescribed performance under its nominal operation mode in the sense of confining the evolution of each position error coordinate e i (t) within a predefined region that is bounded by ±ρ i (t) under small disturbances and to enable a smooth compliant reaction outside the performance region when the impact force is greater than an allowed level, returning to the nominal mode after the disturbance vanishes. We shall call this problem Prescribed
Motion Performance and Compliant Reaction(PMPCR).
T 2. Consider the model of a robotic manipulator equations (25) and (26), the desired trajectory p d (t) ∈ ℜ 3 and performance functions ρ i (t), i = 1, 2, 3 as defined in equation (3) that incorporate the desired performance bounds of the task position tracking error elements e i = p ei (t) -p di (t) in the nominal operation mode as well as transformations T i (ξ i ) as in equation (6) 
where k i , k si are positive control constants, h i (ξ i ) is defined as in equation (9) and α i (t) =
−ρi(t) ρi(t)
. Assuming a robot motion away from singular positions, the passivity model-based control law:
with Kv being a diagonal matrix of positive control constants, sq =q −q r whereq r = J + (q)vr, J + (q) with being a generalized pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian (J + (q) = J −1 (q) for the nonredundant case,) and vr ∈ ℜ 3 having v ri entries given in equation (27), solves the PMPCR problem. (26), we obtain the closed-loop system (Slotine and Li, 1991) :
Proof: Substituting equation (28) in equation
Consider now the positive definite radially unbounded function:
which satisfies the following inequality
where λm, λ M are positive constants related to the robot's minimum and maximum eigenvalue of M(q) ∀q. Differentiating equation (30) with respect to time and substitutingṡq from equation (29), while taking into account the skew symmetry ofṀ(q) − C(q,q), we obtain:L
Let kv be the minimum entry of Kv; then,L can be upper bounded as follows:
which proves the uniform ultimately boundedness of sq. In fact, using equations (31) and (35), it can be shown that
which can be combined in the following:
demonstrating an input-to-state stability (Marquez, 2003) , for the pair τ d (t), sq of equation (29). Given equation (38), sq is bounded for a bounded disturbance τ d (t) and there exists a function of time dp(t) satisfying equation (38) such that sq = dp(t) and substituting sq =q −q r yields:
Multiplying with the robot Jacobian J(q) and substituting equation (27) we obtain:
e(t) = − [A(t) + Ks] e(t) − KH(ξ)
where A(t), Ks, K are diagonal matrices with entries α i (t) and k si , k i > 0, respectively, and H(ξ) is a vector with elements h i (ξ i ). Each element of equation (40) is related to the error scalar system [equation (15)] having as disturbance input the ith element of J(q)dp(t) in place of the d(t) of equation (15). Let us take the example of an impact force Fext applied to the robot's end-effector, which is mapped to the joint space as a disturbance torque τ d (t) = J T Fext. Let the system [equation (29) (38), we observe that ||dp(t)|| ||τ d ||/kv remains the main source of disturbance at the velocity control level. As Theorem 1 implies, the controller guarantees that the system is in nominal performance operation mode when the disturbance force is less than a tunable threshold (reflecting modeling errors) but allows the system to escape this mode for higher disturbances as are those arising from collision impacts. In this case, the robot reaction is stable and compliant, returning to the nominal operation mode after the disturbance vanishes thus solving the PMPSC problem. R 4. Notice that when the system operates in the impact reaction mode where h i (ξ i ) = 0 and α i (t) ≃ 0 (in the steady state region of the performance function), the reference velocity [equation (27)] becomes v ri =ṗ di −k si e i and the model-based controller [equation (28)] guarantees system stability.
R 5. A brief unexpected contact is so far assumed in the presentation of the proposed control law. However, if the contact persists contact forces will keep increasing even with low output stiffness since the reference position advances. In that case, a postimpact strategy that abandons the desired trajectory is mandatory so that tracking errors cease to build up. T (m). The performance function is defined as in equation (3) and considered to be the same for all position errors e i (t) i = 1, 2, 3, with ρ i0 = 0.02 set high enough to ensure initialization within the invariant set D 0 for a range of disturbance magnitudes, ρ i∞ = 10 −3 corresponding to an accuracy of 1 mm and l i = 20 for a fast transient response. Control constants from equations (28) to (27) are set to: Kv = 15I 3 , with I 3 being the identity matrix of dimension 3, k si = 5 and k i = 0.3, i = 1, 2, 3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation Results
We initially consider an impact force Fext(t) applied to the robot's end-effector along the x Cartesian direction in the form of a smooth pulse simulated by the function: Fext(t) = FE 2 (tanh(100(t − 0.95)) − tanh(100(t − 1.05))) N, where F E is the pulse amplitude in order to evaluate the robot's reaction to a disturbance from the point of view of an apparent output stiffness (K stiff ) via a series of simulation runs with impact forces of various amplitudes in the range of 5-60 N with a step of 1 N. The stiffness values are calculated by the ratio of the pulse amplitude F E to the maximum error displacement. Results from two simulation cases in nominal and impact reaction modes with F E = 10 N and F E = 40, respectively, are shown in Figures 4A,B depicting positions error responses and the respective impulse as well as the associated control efforts (Figures 5A,B) . Notice the sudden control input increase when crossing the performance boundaries. Figure 6 is an interpolation of the calculated output stiffness, revealing two distinct areas of stiffness values (K stiff ) corresponding to the nominal performance with high stiffness values and impact reaction modes with low stiffness values (Figure 6  subplot) . With the specific gain selection, it is clear that a nominal performance is achieved for disturbances up to approximately 12 N. This level can be regulated by changing the value of k i . An impedance scheme with stiffness values in the range of the safe region would have resulted in a comparable compliant reaction under impact but in higher tracking errors during the nominal operation. In fact, simulating an impedance control scheme that does not require the measurement of the interaction force, which yields the following closed-loop with Cartesian stiffness Kp at 660 N/m in all directions, results in tracking errors higher for at least one order of magnitude to those achieved by the proposed controller (<10 −3 m as prescribed). Next, we consider joint disturbances arising by an uncertain gravity vector model. Joint disturbances arising from a partially compensated gravity 0.6G(q) result in Cartesian disturbance forces shown in Figure 7B , while error responses together with the response of the system being fully compensated for gravity are shown in Figure 7A . Notice how the system stays in nominal operation respecting preselected performance boundaries despite the presence of disturbances. Last, we have simulated the case of an impact with an environment modeled as a spring with stiffness of 1000 N/m, obstructing the motion of the arm for 0.5 s. For comparison purposes, we have simulated the case of the robot being under the impedance control scheme of high targeted stiffness as well as a switched impedance between the high and a low stiffness with a delay of 0.001 s (an ideal case examined for comparison purposes) and 0.2 s from the moment of impact in order to account for the time needed for the impact detection and reaction response (a practical switched impedance case). Stiffness values were selected from those appearing in the two modes of operation for the proposed controller and were 28,000 and 600 N/m, respectively. controller achieves enhanced safety like the practical switched impedance but by smoothly traversing the two stiffness areas. In the proposed controller, the instant the error traverses the boundary is the time of the first interaction force peak and can be regulated by prescribing a different performance bound at steady state. As shown in Figure 9 , a lower ρ∞ results in a lower force peak appearing earlier; with a very small value (ρ∞ = 10 −9 ) the interaction force behaves like the ideal switch case.
Experimental Results
Experiments are conducted with a KUKA LWR4+ 7 DOF robotic manipulator. The control law of equation (27) is utilized, ignoring the inertia and Coriolis terms in order to demonstrate the system's robustness to disturbances due to model uncertainties in the nominal performance mode. The control parameter values are selected as follows: ρ i0 = 0.01, ρ i∞ = 0.005, and l i = 20, k si = 3, k i = 0.4, i = 1, 2, 3, and Kv = diag (25, 50, 25, 25, 2.5, 0.25, 0.025) . In order to demonstrate the apparent Cartesian stiffness of the arm in the impact reaction and nominal mode of operation, two pushing forces of relatively high and low magnitude are exerted by a human to the robot's end-effector being stationary at position p d = [−0.431 0.6 0.5] T m having initial configuration q = [−7.03 44.45 7.789 −113.26 −8.54 21.27 −8.99] T deg. Figure 10 shows the two pushing forces, at t = 11.6 s and t = 21.6 s, along the y direction, and the respective error displacements. For estimating the apparent stiffness, we have utilized the maximum error displacement with the respective force magnitude (the spike appearing in the first pulse Figures 12 and 13 demonstrating the system's compliance when operating in the impact reaction mode. As KUKA LWR4+ is equipped with torque sensors at each robot joint, joint torque measurements are used by the KUKA software to estimate external forces at the end-effector. Force readings are not utilized in the proposed controller, but they are depicted in Figure 14 together with error deviations in order to demonstrate the drop of stiffness that cannot be analytically obtained. Notice how the force exerted in the x-direction is just below the value causing the transition from the nominal to the reaction mode, as compared to the case in y and z directions. Notice the respective error deviations in the latter case owing to the drop of stiffness. In all cases, impact forces stay relatively low. As the human moves away after impact the robot follows the desired motion with errors returning within the high stiffness prescribed performance region. Figure 15 shows the control effort associated with this case excluding gravity which is provided by the KUKA/FRI (Fast Research Interface) default torque control method.
Discussion
It is well-known that setting a low-desired stiffness in a conventional impedance controller for safety reasons adversely affects performance. On the other hand, high-targeted stiffness in impedance control can achieve a certain tracking quality and robustness but adversely affects human and robot safety. By contrast, the proposed controller addresses both objectives of motion performance and enhanced safety in one scheme. With regards to motion performance quality, it achieves prescribed performance tracking both in transient and steady state respecting performance bounds under disturbances up to a tunable level conceptually separating the nominal operation and the impact reaction modes. Performance in the nominal operation mode has been demonstrated under disturbances arising by partially compensating gravity in simulations and by ignoring the feedforward control terms related to inertial and Coriolis forces in experiments. Thus, the model-based structure in the inner loop does not jeopardize performance. The threshold of the disturbances allowing the operation in the nominal performance mode can be regulated by changing the value of k i . Furthermore, the prescribed performance property of the proposed law facilitates control parameter tuning as this is relaxed into adopting those values that lead to reasonable control effort with respect to magnitude and slew-rate.
Enhanced human and robot safety is on the other hand achieved by operating in the impact reaction mode where the apparent output stiffness is characterized by low values as compared to the high stiffness values characterizing the nominal operation. Stiffness drop was demonstrated in both simulations and experiments where force values shown in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 were obtained either via a simulated contact or via the force estimation provided by KUKA LWR4+ that is based on torque readings during the impact with a human; they also show how impact forces stay relatively low. The proposed scheme furthermore realizes smooth traversing between the two stiffness areas without control switching or force detection mechanisms that rely on the existence of force measurements or estimates and thus may incur considerable delays. As it has been also demonstrated in simulations, the force peak observed even in the case of a practical switched impedance can be reduced with the proposed controller by reducing the performance bound at steady state, ρ∞. Notice, however, that ρ∞ values cannot be chosen arbitrarily small since they should reflect the accuracy achieved by the measurement device, and ensure that the steady state performance zone is wide enough to accommodate the measurement noise.
CONCLUSION
This work proposes a controller in which the robot output stiffness is self-regulated according to the disturbance magnitude. Moreover, the error is shown to evolve within a predefined performance region in nominal operation mode exhibiting robustness to disturbances up to a tunable threshold. The system reacts stably by reducing its output stiffness under bigger disturbances like those arising from impact, returning to the nominal operation after the disturbance vanishes. The controller achieves a continuous and smooth transition between the two modes without switching, eliminating the need for separate collision detection, and reaction strategies. Simulations and experimental results demonstrate the enhanced safety achieved by the proposed controller under impact with initial impact force magnitudes connected to the prescribed steady state error bounds of the nominal operation mode. Comparison with a practical switched impedance control scheme shows that the proposed control law achieves a slightly better performance without making use of any switching. Future work will further investigate safety under unintentional contacts by taking into account disturbance frequency content.
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